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Abstract: In the last few years, the emergence of new and efficient digital technologies in the film industry has also 

increased the need for better protection and security in digital cinemas, in order to prevent the illegal use and 

reproduction of films, or piracy, and to protect owners’ rights. In this paper, we have focused on technology and 

technical methods that enable the protection of content in digital cinemas. It is also explained how methods such as 

watermarking, or link encryption, are used, as well-known methods for preventing abuse and illegal use of film 

materials. Also, some components that set up the security system of digital cinema are described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

It can be said that the era of digital cinema (DC) began in 

June 1999, with the first public demonstration of motion 

picture in high resolution cinema. George Lucas' movie 

”Star Wars: Episode I - Phantom Threat” was screened at 

four cinemas in Los Angeles and New Jersey. Film was 

played on two screenshots on Digital Light Processing 

(DLP) projectors. The other two screens were using Drive 

Image Light Amplifier (D-ILA) technology. In the same 

month, the ”Ideal husband” movie was also presented on 

two digital screens [1]. 

Since then, there has been advancement in technology and 

corresponding displays, merging standards-related 

activities by industry and governments. One of the areas 

where a significant advance in display technology was 

achieved is content security. The first presentations did 

not include content security, while the digital version of 

“Star Wars: Episode II - The Clone Attack” (the first 

major film that was completely done in digital format) 

was protected before distribution in May 2002. 

The need for standardization is widely accepted. Society 

of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) set 

up the Digital Cinema Technology Committee in January 

2000.  In 2002, seven largest Hollywood studies 

established the Digital Cinema Initiative (DCI), which 

made the Digital Cinema Specification, the first official 

standard in this field [2]. 

This paper focuses on the security of content in digital 

cinema. The term security refers to the prevention of 

unauthorized use of film content. This implies the 

prevention of piracy and the prevention of illicit exposure. 

It should be noted that not all decisions on legal exposure 

can be approved in advance, so that the content review 

mechanism should be monitored by the content security 

system. 

This paper is outlined as follows. We first introduce the 

general security requirements in digital cinema 

environment. We summarize typical security treats over 

the corresponding security tools. Cryptography tools and 

link encryption are described in the next subsections. 

Then, we will emphasize the importance of key 

management and physical security for DC applications. 

Finally, encrypted transport of digital film materials is 

pointed out. Proposals for future work conclude the 

presentation. 

2. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

To make the digital cinema successful, many people in 

the industry believe that interoperability standards are 

necessary. At the beginning, the focus was on the overall 

security of the system using strong protection, link 

encryption, watermark, abusive hardware and access to 

certificates and time servers [3].  

The content of a movie (moving images) is distributed 

from one user to another in the form of a business 

arrangement. The recipient agrees to pay a certain price in 

exchange for the authorization to use the content in a 

particular form. For example, the cinema can display the 

film up to 15 times a week for 5 weeks. They are 

expected to return the film after these 5 weeks. The 

cinema should not display the film more than the agreed 

15 times in a given week. Of course, depending on the 

success of the film, these conditions can be changed 

during the contract.  

 

There may be other conditions in the contract, too. The 

cinema does not have the authority to copy the film and is 

responsible for ensuring not to make copies and that the 

film would not be stolen physically. The cinema also has 

no authority to change the film. The film may be required 

to display as a whole without interruption. In other words, 

cinemas are not allowed to advertise or interrupt, or to 

show a film in multiple parts. A business contract may 

also require display a film at the minimum number of 

times a week or hours during the day. Having in mind that 

this is a business agreement between the two parties, 

where one offers intellectual property and the other agrees 

to pay for these rights, the conditions may be either strict 

or not, depending on how the parties agree. 

Traditionally, these contracts are protected by laws and 



 

  

social mechanisms. Legal protection includes laws on 

contracts. However, primary social protection is trust. 

Cinemas are believed to adhere to contractual obligations. 

Violation of these obligations will destroy the reliability 

of the cinema and can lead to its exclusion from future 

business deals. 

 

Technology plays its role in protecting commercial 

contracts in the sense that it would require access to 

expensive equipment to make copies of 35mm film. 

Possession of such a copy would allow cinemas to show 

the film on multiple screens at the same time or to 

continue to show films after the expiry of the contract, ie. 

after the film is returned to the distributor. If a copy is 

taken from the cinema, it may be displayed in other places 

that are not contractually obliged to pay compensation to 

the owner for the use of a particular format (eg. Digital 

Versatile Disk - DVD) and for distribution to users, again 

without the permission of the content owner or without 

compensation to the owner. 

 

Moving from analog to digital cinemas does not change 

legal or social mechanisms. However, it significantly 

changes the impact of technology in two very important 

ways. Firstly, there is technological barrier to copy and 

redistribute the film. If it is assumed that the film is stored 

as a file or as a certain number of files, the computer 

equipment for copying is available to a large percentage 

of the population. With broadband internet, copies can be 

anonymously distributed in most cases. The second way 

is to use technology to apply some of the terms in the 

contract.  

 

3. SECURITY TOOLS FOR DIGITAL CINEMA  
 

There are several technologies that prevent the 

unauthorized use of content in digital cinema [4]. This 

includes cryptographic tools for providing digital content 

during transport and for ensuring its integrity during 

download. Physical security technologies can be used to 

store critical issues. Optical techniques prevent camera-

based video capture and forensic tools are used to track 

piracy sources.  

 

3.1. Cryptographic tools  

 

The basic tool for protecting digital film from 

unauthorized use is encryption. A digital file containing a 

film is encrypted before distribution and stored in such a 

condition in the cinema. Due to relatively large film files, 

symmetric encryption keys are generally recommended. 

This enables the need for each film to be specifically 

encrypted, but its security is based on a small set of 

symmetric keys that must be distributed to cinemas. 

These keys are delivered with a set of conditions, explicit 

and implicit, which must be satisfied before the use of 

keys is justified. Explicit conditions may include a time 

window in which the film can be played. Implicit 

conditions may require the equipment to demonstrate that 

it is certified and not used in an unauthorized manner. 

Careful key management can ensure that the film is not 

available to people who abuse the film. 

Possible film redistribution would not be possible without 

decryption the content. The described mechanism will 

prevent unauthorized access during transport and storage, 

but will not protect content from an unauthorized access 

as it is decrypted. Several technologies can be used here: 

link encryption, hardware that is resistant to unauthorized 

use and forensic labels. 

 

3.2. Key management 

 

Careful key management is a difficult challenge. Film 

security depends on the security of the protection keys. 

The encryption technique should use keys that are 

sufficiently long to make an attack with all possible keys. 

A large length of keys would also mean that the 

probability of random keying would be very low. The 

actual key selection should keep this resistance to attack 

by avoiding any schemes that can be learned in the key 

sequence [5]. 

 

Valid keys, once they have been generated, must be 

protected by encryption. This is necessary, because they 

are distributed to cinemas and stored for further use. At 

that time, the key management system must provide the 

appropriate authorized access modules to the keys and use 

these keys to access the content. Several technologies can 

be used here. First, asymmetric cryptography allows a 

system that manages the key to perform key encryption in 

such a way as to ensure that only authorized target 

modules can get the key. To make this safe, an authorized 

module must be sure that its private key will remain 

secret. This is often achieved with the help of hardware 

that is resistant to unauthorized use. The key management 

system must also be sure that this module is authorized. 

This leads to the use of authentication protocols and 

allows the de-authentication of the module through the 

use of recalling lists. Authentication is generally achieved 

using digital certificates. 

 

3.3. Link encryption 

 

A security system for digital cinemas can consist of 

several different components, each of which can be 

individually secured with different hardware mechanisms. 

While content may be considered to be protected, in the 

physical vicinity of each component steps must be taken 

to protect the content when it passes from one component 

to another. The tool that is mainly used for this type of 

protection is encryption. 

 

Asymmetric cryptography is not effective for very large 

data, as is the case with digital films. That's why 

symmetric keys are more often used. There are standard 

methods for devices or processes to achieve a unique 

symmetric key (session key) using digital certificates and 

asymmetric cryptography.  An example of such a standard 

method is IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) RFC 

3447 [6]. 

 

3.4. Physical security 

 

It's very difficult to keep a secret when a hardware or 

software process contains this secret. The software can be 



 

  

decomposed until hardware can be disassembled. There 

are several things that must remain secret in the digital 

cinema system, including text content, primary decryption 

keys, encryption keys and private keys that are associated 

with any component of the security system. 

 

There are many applications where cryptography is used 

to provide operating of computers and communication 

systems. All these applications encounter the same 

problem, keeping their secrets. In response to this 

problem, several approaches appear to create systems that 

are resistant and can detect unauthorized access or 

respond to such approaches by destroying classified 

information. The security requirements for the 

implementation of cryptographic modules are 

standardized.  

 

3.5. Inserting cameras 

 

Cryptographic systems can protect digital content while 

transporting or storing, but at some point the film must be 

decoded. Decompression must be done and the film must 

be converted then for human use. This step leaves the 

content vulnerable to camera recording. 

 

Camera videos are a significant source of pirated movies. 

In recent research, it was shown that 16% of films 

available in the P2P (peer-to-peer) network were recorded 

with a camera in the cinema [7]. These pirated copies 

were, in average, available nine days after the cinema 

premiere. In some cases, the recording is reflected after 

the closing of the cinema. The person who plays the 

movie can have a camera at the back of the cinema. The 

result is a high-quality shot. Furthermore, the sound can 

be recorded directly from the cinema audio system. In 

other cases, recording is done during normal screening, 

with audience in the cinema. Even in these cases, high-

quality sound can be captured using headphones that are 

available in many cinemas. There are several ways to get 

on this path of piracy, including time modulations, color 

fusion, Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) saturation of 

sensors using infra-red light, etc.  

 

3.6. Forensic monitoring 

 

It will not always be possible to prevent the creation of 

pirated copies of movies. The more skilled pirats will find 

a way to bypass the technology against camera shooting 

and will successfully capture movies. An unrecognized 

employee in the cinema can detect weaknesses that can be 

used to disable or circumvent security features. The 

security device can be canceled in unpredictable mode. 

Deep analysis can help to reduce such events, but it 

cannot be expected to be completely eliminated. 

When a pirated copy of the film is discovered, then 

mechanisms should be activated to keep the copy traced 

back to its source. In the case of camera shots, the cinema 

and the screen where the film was filmed, and even the 

time and date of the shot could be recognized from the 

pirated copy. The security equipment that was used, as 

well as the staff that was in the cinema on that day, can be 

identified. It will not only detect and remove unreliable 

equipment and/or employees from the system, but will 

also have an effect to reduce the piracy. 

 

The combination of two technologies can be used in this 

situation. First, a digital watermark can be added to the 

film during the projection. The watermark is imprinted on 

the content, but the time and location of the screen can be 

recognized. This information can be viewed on a pirated 

copy, even if the quality of the copy is much worse than 

the original. Watermark technology is rapidly advancing. 

Another technology used to analyze violations of security 

procedures that lead to piracy is security records or 

revisions. Secure record is a mechanism for tracking all 

cinematic operations, including the projection events 

themselves, i.e. release movies. The mechanism is 

resistant to erasing data, altering or falsifying entries. 

Rights holders may require the cinema to send copies 

periodically of these records. They can then confirm the 

integrity and continuity of records. Records will show 

how many times and when the movie is released. It is 

expected that this will be in line with the business 

agreement between the cinema and the right holder of the 

film. It can also be seen which equipment is used and the 

identity of the operator of that equipment (using smart 

cards or biometric identification cards).  

 

 

4. ENCRYPTED TRANSPORT 
 

The content of the film is encoded for transport from the 

distributor to the cinema [8]. In fact, the content must 

remain encoded in the cinema and can only be decoded at 

the time of display. Images, sounds and translations are 

encoded separately with different encoding keys. 

Encrypted symmetric key is used to transfer film content. 

More specifically, the specification indicates that the AES 

(Advanced Encryption Standard) uses the Cipher Block 

Chaining (CBC) mode with a 128-bit key. Distribution of 

the film content is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Distribution of film content [8] 

 

AES standard is based on an encrypted symmetric block 

known as Rijndael. The encrypted symmetric block 



 

  

algorithm can be used with large numbers for different 

regimes. CBC mode implies binding of each basic text of 

the data block with the preceding encrypted text data 

block before the application of the next block of the code. 

In the binding process, exclusive disjunction is used 

(XOR). Digital cinema packages can then be transmitted 

through unsecured networks without the risk of exposure 

to plain text content, thanks to encrypting content with 

such powerful codes. This means that real transport 

through the network is not relevant to the security of a 

digital cinema, as long as the transport is successful. In 

fact, content security follows transport and can be 

achieved either electronically or by physical means. 

The existing courier distribution network can continue to 

exist. Instead of transporting the film by cable, it can be 

transferred by solid devices or optical disks. The most 

accurate film transmission is by satellite or through an 

optical cable or even via the public internet. As with most 

security-based encryption systems, a secure content key 

delivery is also ensured. A key advantage is that the 

critical data load is reduced. 

 

4.1. Transport of the key 

 

Digital cinema packages are delivered to the theater with 

three main components: picture, sound and encrypted 

translation [9]. It can also be delivered to the cinema via a 

separate channel, at different times. This type of special 

delivery is called Key Delivery Message (KDM). KDM 

carries an important content, among them is the set of 

keys needed to decrypt the content of the film. This 

content is encrypted so that interception with KDM can 

not endanger the security of the movie. To ensure that 

only the user can open the content, encrypted public key 

is used. This means in fact that the distributor can transfer 

the same encrypted film content to the cinema. Each 

KDM will be unique and designed for a single receiver. In 

fact, each projector will get a unique KDM encrypted load 

with a public key, to control the security manager (SM). 

The process of transport of the key is presented in Figure 

2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Generating of Key Delivery Message [8] 

 

The DCI specified that the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, 

Adleman) algorithm will use a 2048-bit encrypted public 

key to encrypt the KDM data load capacity. RSA 

algorithm is the most commonly used system for 

decryption, and with such a key length it is considered as 

extremely safe. Once a security manager decodes KDM 

content and gets the decryption keys, it must ensure that 

no content or keys can be accessed by any other device or 

competitor. This usually means that they are stored in 

secure hardware. If the security manager has the need to 

use the keys periodically, it must protect them with the 

encrypted symmetric key. DCI-compliant security 

manager can choose between 128-bit AES keys or Triple-

DES (TDES) - 112-bit keys. 

 

4.2. Security Manager 

 

The DCI contains devices that exist in the security system 

of the cinema, but the most important of them is the 

security manager. The security manager coordinates with 

all the devices within the security system. It is responsible 

for identifying other security devices and their 

authenticity. It establishes a secure communication 

channel with other security devices. At the end, the 

security manager confirms the authority of each security 

device. Figure 2 represents various security modes within 

the security system. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Various security modes  

 

The security manager is responsible for ensuring the 

compatibility of the DCI device. This is achieved by 

reviewing the digital certificates offered by the devices. A 

device certificate is issued by the device vendor, 

encrypted with a private key, and contains a public key 

connected to the device. It contains a set of data such as 

manufacturer, device model, serial number of the 

certificate, which is universal uniquely identified (UUID). 

The certificate also contains information that defines a set 

of rules that the device may contain in the context of the 

digital cinema security system. By decrypting with the 

public key of the certificate provider, the security 

manager can confirm that the certificate is issued by the 

vendor and can obtain a public key as well as details 

related to the device. The certificate represents the 

supplier's statement that the device is really a DCI device 

specification.  

Instead that the vendor encrypts the entire certificate with 

his private key, the alternative is to have a digital 

signature on the certificate. A large number of digital 

signature algorithms are available, but in all cases, the 

vendor calculates the cryptographic overview of the 

certificate and encodes with its private key. Digital 

signatures can be decrypted with the public key of the 

vendors and it can be compared with the certificate. This 

is confirmed by the signature creator and the integrity of 

the certificate. The use of digital certificates is in line with 

the joint use of a third party guarantee in relation to one's 

identity. The format is based on frequent use of the IETF 

format, X.509. The digital certificate must use the 

encrypted RSA public key to encrypt the SHA-256 

certificate. 

 



 

  

4.3. Secure communication channels 

 

The security manager is responsible for secure 

communication channels and each of the checked devices 

in the digital cinema security system. The channel 

establishment process includes cryptographic protocols in 

which a key session is generated and replaced with 

private/public keys. This process ensures that no 

eavesdropper can detect which key is used between the 

two devices. The described process is used for secure 

internet communication, and DCI has adopted a well-

known TLS (Transport Layer Security) protocol. Since 

the TLS protocol requires the exchange of digital 

certificates and their authenticity, and the establishment of 

the TLS session includes the step of authentication of the 

described devices. In other words, while identity is 

checked the creation of secure communication devices is 

actually done simultaneously with the establishment of 

the TLS session. 

When TLS session is established, the security manager 

knows the identity of each security devices in the security 

system. In the DCI digital cinema environment, the 

security manager will only trust tо those special devices 

that it owns the rights. The rights owner maintains a list 

of secure devices for each cinema and any projection 

inside the cinema. When compiled, the KDM program 

contains a decryption key for a specific security manager, 

and rights owners will include a list of safe devices 

depending on projection in the cinema. This list is called 

TDL (Trusted Device List), because TDL is sent to KDM. 

It can be different for each projection environment and 

each composition of the projection. Specific security 

devices are authorized to participate in the reproduction of 

connected compositions and to determine the roles for 

selected device. Owners can 'abolish' the trust of a device 

or family of devices by simply removing them from all 

TDLs. 

Security Manager, like other security devices that 

participate in the security system of a digital cinema, must 

be implemented in secured hardware. Physical security 

requirements for digital cinema system components are 

based on those specified by secure cryptographic 

modules. This standard describes the requirements for the 

operating system, as well as surrounding physical 

protection for different levels of security. Among other 

things, it is required from the device to have the ability to 

detect unauthorized attempts to use the material and to 

respond to these attempts by adjusting and protecting all 

sensitive data including cryptographic keys. The Digital 

cinema security system further requires that all security 

chips report any unauthorized attempts to manipulate 

data. 

Decrypted content may need to be transferred from one 

security device to another and this content must be 

protected by encryption of the connection. The DCI 

specification claims that the encryption of the connection 

can be achieved by AES with a 128-bit key or a 112-bit 

TDES. A symmetrical AES key used for this occasion is 

generated by a security manager. This process of 

generating the key must be safe, so it must follow the 

process specified by the IETF RFC 3447. 

Copyright owners expect from a cryptographic security to 

check how and when the film is displayed. They also 

expect to see and record the status of the security system. 

In order to make such a check, all security devices must 

record events related to security. Examples of such events 

include establishment and completion of TLS sessions, as 

well as the beginning and end of decryption, and decoding 

or the forensic marking process. At the end, the outcome 

is that any detection of manipulation or any activity on the 

security components is recorded. 

The log entries are marked and assigned to the device. 

This provides irrefutable and indelible evidence and 

protection against deletion or modification of log entries. 

Upon request, each security device will forward its log to 

the security manager. Such communication is carried out 

in the context of the TLS session in order to further 

maintain the integrity of the record. 

Records or entries are stored in a pre-defined XML 

(EXtensible Markup Language) format that contains a 

header, a useful part or content, and a signature. The 

header contains information about the sequence, type of 

record, and timestamp. Signature authenticates the header. 

When all records are collected from various security 

devices, the security manager can forward the log to the 

management process. The structure of log messages 

allows the filtering operation to be applied, and at the 

same time, the continuity of the guarantees is maintained. 

Filtering is necessary to create reports that can be sent to 

film owners. 

The filtering operation removes a part of the logs from a 

log that is not as significant, for example, the 

specification of the time frame, the type or class of the 

entry, or the device that created the record. However, the 

headers and signature remain. Signals for removed entries 

continue to authenticate headers, and testing these headers 

can confirm that no entries have been deleted. 

DCI specified that a compatible system for displaying a 

digital cinema must have the ability to incorporate digital 

watermarks into the film components, both audio and 

video, but it is not specified which watermark technology 

should be used. A minimum of useful information and 

accuracy requirements is specified, but there is no 

significant rigidity and limit of requirements. 

Furthermore, the DCI specification does not look at the 

term watermark security as an ability to prevent 

unauthorized use of the film. The only exception is the 

assertion that the watermark in the image is required to 

prevent submerged attacks. All these problems have been 

left to the market.  

 

5. CONCLUSION  
 

An important step in the development of digital cinema 

technology is the adoption of the necessary standards. 

This indicates the willingness and maturity of the players 

involved in this field to harmonize their architecture and 

interfaces. Standards are necessary to ensure 

interoperability and encourage cinemas to invest in the 

development of associated security equipment and 

devices. 

SMPTE has played a key role in this process by 

establishing an early-stage architecture based on security 

by providing a legal forum for film owners as well as 

technology vendors to discuss on security issues. 

Undoubtedly, in the future, digital technologies will 



 

  

continue to develop, as well as the accompanying 

standards, so that the film industry, having followed such 

trends, will have to develop simultaneously and find 

better and more affordable security solutions in digital 

cinemas. 
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